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By 0ct., 127 agents trained and landed in occupied countries 
by parachute or froms subs and boats. SOE had aircraft squadron 
for its own use. Finance drawn from Treasury on secret vote 
and Director of Finance presents his esimated expenditures in 
a lump sum for each coming month and obtains Treas. sanction. 

Other memo from S. to WJD 
-/“The oppressed people must be encouraged to resist and to assist 
'/in Axis defeat, and this can be done by inciting them, by assis- 
//ting them and by training and organizing them... 

'Memo to WJD, 1/19/42 
Solborg recc. that "after mature concentration and consultation 
with the British, we have come to the conclusion that, in order 
‘to achieve most effective and rapid results, the activities of 
SI should be combined with S0 from the very beginning...We 
should like to have you agree to centralize all these activies 
in our group..." 
"We propose to give such men as will be selected to be sent 
out for field duty an abbreviated course of training which will 
be directed by Colonel Ellis and Major Brooker with Colonel 

1 

Solborg‘s, Mr. Bruce's and Major Goodfellow's contribution in 
p 

their respective fields.“ Recc. not accepted for S0-SI merging. 

Tsolborg went to Lisbon in March 1942 to open S0 office, and 
development of his organizational ideas in EC then delegated 
to Goodfellow. G took over officially from Solborg in 2/42. 
Solbrog then served S0 in Lisbon and London and NA, where he 
was in touch with Giraud. He was later appointed military attache 
at Lisbon. " 

lGoodfellow was G2 officer in WWI. Then became Pres. and publisher 
of Daily Eagle. As reserve officer, he was called to active 
duty with G2 in June 1942. In August, he was appointed liaison 
from G2 to COI and remained until his transfer to COI in 1942. 
Goodfellow had worked for G2 with staff of ten men in days 
before COI came into existence in charge of tasks which later 
fell to SI Branch of OSS. Solborg, David W. King, Stafford Reid, 
Kenneth Pendar and Leland Rounds were already on duty under 
cover for G2. They later went to NA in pre—COI days, Srfllnuna

' 

as a businessman and Other 
membermcffthlslgroup was Lt. Col. Warren J. Clear. He was sent 
tg_Ear_Eastca£QiPhilippines in summer of 1Q41_tp report an 
t b 

‘W he advisa ility and p;agt1,ce,_L’l.,1i1.fl;,[,9f_.seji1i.1.I2.Ee1-lQ_ intell 
Q15 em_in,that area. He escaped from PI by sub in g?Z2Iiand 
made a forcedglanding in cogpany ofj{Et*Hbr1ey%_gn return trip 
to by J agolbicmfers sr1,<f"UT1=-Kai‘ D 

cxnlo.i..$ nissipn IIl.s111°IT3i I Silica eff 
destrQyed.,Qlar now in B§_Division_gf Armyi 

4* ” 

work of all these men in this period had to be strictly 
kunder cover before Pearl Harbor.

J 

‘,4/1/42 — activation of COI Service Command to function as HQ 
of military personnel assigned to COI. This authorized by 
3Ec,war on 2/23/42. At that time 51 officers included in this 
command. Under this command, headed by Goodfellow, was a Service 
Unit, and Training Unit under Lt.Col. Garland Williams. 
At that time SA/Bruce separate from SA/Goodfellow 
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Organization completely informal in these days. There were no 
stricbly observed branch lines. Recruiting, processing and 
training all overlapped. 
SO and SI then trained jointly. Commander_E%lliam K. Yanderbilt_ 
then X0 to Goodfellow had as adjutant Sgtiw later Maj.)Frank 
Ball and as asst. Engisn William Horrigan. They processed 
military personnel without ref. to branch lines. 
2 kinds of men then recruited by Goodfellow - those with 
quality of initiative to carry on individual missions. Those 
chosen because they had the physical and psychological stamina 
to act as members of guerilla forces 
Goodfellow had small staff begin planning and recruiting for 
guerilla fighters as Iarly as 4/42. This staff included 
Col. Ebright, Garland Williams, Maj. Serge Obolenski, Haj. 
usse vermore, Lt. Frank Ball, and Robert G. Stout. 

On 6/15/42, Sec.War ordered this activity stopped! 
Goodfellow prevented from proceeding because of his own 
dubious title. Bntil 8/19/42, G was officially chief of the 
)contact and liaison section of G-2, head of SA/G, G2 liaison 
to COI, etc. 

But in spring of 1942, Goodfellow did recruit key personnel. 
Eifler Mission: when first recruited Eifler was Capt. in 
charge of detention camp on Oahu. Joining Eifler were Coughlin, 
head of rival company in Eifler's regiment on Oahu; also Eif- 
ler's faithful Sg., Vincent Curl; Lt. Robt. Aitken, Capt. 
Archie Ghun-ming of medical corps; and Capt. Frank Devlin, 
a young West Pointer. 
Coughlin brought in Peers and "Montana" Chan, a Korean from 
Montana; other original members of 101 were Phillip Houston, 
Harry Little, William Wilkinson, Floyd Frazee, David Til- 
quist, officers; and Sgts. Irby E. Moree, Charles F. Bruce, 
Allen Richter, John R. Murray, George T. Hemming, Jack C. 
Pamplin, Skywon Chang, Don Y. Eng, Fimce Haimson, Chan Hong. 
TORCH: Through efforts of Solborg and_Wa1lace Philli s, Carleton 
Coon, Harvard antrop. and explorer with knowledge of Arabic 
was brought into organization. Coon and others brought in to 
serve under Col. William A. Eddy, who was established at 
cox chief/Tangier in early 1942." Role of oss was to pull all 
of these ops groups together into united front and to pro- 
vide commo and coordinate intell and ops planning in NA for 
DDay. SO and SI performed as team. Original COI team for 
TORCH consisted of Eddy, then at Tangier under naval attache 
cover, who at thome with Arabs, having been brought up in 
Syria and Egypt; Donald Coster, former memb. of American 
Field Service; Gordon Browne, who had spent many years in 
Morocco as business man, sent to Tangier by COI-SO but osten— 
sibly as Vice Consul to American Legation; Joseph Raichle, 
commo expert, and Coon. Coon was sent first to train at the 
British SOE school in Canada before leaving for Lisbon and 
Tangiers in May 1942. 
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Other missions:under OOI - 

Nicol Smith to Vichy 
Tolstly - T first proposed mission $0 Good. in 3/42 to discover 
shortest possible route to China through Tibet in case of Jap . 

attack on India. T and Dolan both explorers and veterans of 
Asiatic expeiditions. 
Fliflficfl

' 

,\ cs ngs - brought into G01 early in 1942. Leader of Expedition 
90, org. by C01 and OSS to make surgey of the potentialities 

of the Near East in helping to win the war. Political and eco- 
nomic studies of Iran an important aspect. Authority for Exped. 
90 came from COS, 11/5/42: "To survey the situation in Syria, 
to establish a communication system, cells of defense, and 
information centers in Syria, and carry on psychological war- 
fare propaganda." Also an oil expert was recruited to survey 
oil situation in relation to future_hostilities. More imme- 
diate purpose was to organize SO and guerilla groups to harass 
enemy in case Rommel broke through British lines. This mant 
mum; penetration of Arab groups and getting their cooperation. 

Hosking to be accompanied by some 30 or 40 men recruited by 
Lt. Andre Pacatte, early recruit in SA/Q. Other early offs. 
were Maj. George White, Lts. James Goodwin, Robert Schlangen, 
and Ben Welles. Preparations in summer of 42. Hoskins commissioned 
LtOo1 in July. Mission cleared by State Dept. and approved by 
Donovan. Then order came to halt mission; JCS decided that 
Hoskins should undertake a prelim survey before full mission 
sent. Hoskins and White left in November. They were scarcely 
out of town when entire missions called off. Major Pacatte 
remarked that Expedition's motto was "Here today, Here Tomorrow." 
Trucks, jeeps, guns, cases of typewriters and small plane requi— 
sitioned by Hoskins and Pacatte, all waiting to be shipped 
were raided by other missions, and the members of the party 
scattered to other: duties in S0. 

Training program: 
Based on SOE schools in Scotland and Canada. 
In 1/42, began to secure-title to 5 tracts of land for camps. 
By 4/1 in operation under Garland H. Williams, an infantry 
officer and former member of the Narcotics Bureau brought in 
by Goodfellow to handle both SI and S0 training. Recruits 
were trained in small groups — 2 weeks in demo., weapons, 
close combat; 2 weeks in raids, attack, sabbtage,; 2 weeks 
in advanced work in security, organizing natives for sabotage; 
one week in parachute school; one week in landings from vessels 
and completing contact; 3 weeks in industirla sabotage; two 
weeks in "social circulation work." 
William attended SOE school at Oshawa, Ontario and patterned 
OSS SO training on their program. Two Brit. instructors, Lt. 
Col. R.M. Brooker and Major William E. Fairbairn came to this 
country as advisers. In spring and early summer of 1942, GOI 
sending men to flanada - membs. of Eifler mission and Goon. 
Also Gmdr. N.G.A- Woolley was loaned to 001 by Brit. Navy 
and helped Donovan and Good. to organize underwater training 
and craft lending. 
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Equipment: 
Good. took personal responsibility at beginning for some several 
million dollars of so materiel. Between 3/1 and 11/5/42, he 
ordered 224 lbs. potassium chlorate; 875 lbs. lead shot; 
another 3360 lbs. of potassium chlorate; 14 micro swithces; 
25000 shaft assemblies; 5000 spring coshes; 4 million battery 
cups with primer; 25000 metal containers for packets of pow- 
der; 250000 ampoules of sulphuric acid for cigarettes; 3 and 
half million rubber sleeves for use in pencils and other de- 
vices? 
Plastic production began. 
Technical Development Sec. one of first estab., with its own 
priorities board headed by Lt. J.H. Rosenbaum. Money came from 
Treasury. TDS predecessor of Rfilqx R&D Branch. Also two radio 
stations at Hollywood and Bellmore purchased and equipped in 
G's name. 001. L.W. Lowman, GOI's first Gommo chief brought 
in by G to handle commo for all Spec. Activities. Lowman helped 
develop.first agent portable radio, done by radio experts 
Maj. Henry Shore and Lt. Comm. S.H. Simpson, both of RCA. 
Various sorts of special devices - inc. "Goon-Browne explosive 
turd" perfected by TORG“ team in NA 
By 11/42, 48 oss officers ready for so ops 
REE 
Recruiting: 
S0 sought men with language qualifications, knowledge of 
special geog. areas, radio and mechanical aptitude. Names 
furnished by Army and Navy recruiting offices, by foreign 
groups and societies in America, by records of forebgn origin 
enlistments, etc. - Many were first and second generation foreign 
born Americans. There was considerable Jealousy in Gt. Britain 
because of this. SOE seemed to resent and fear these forieng 
language speaking recruits of mixed racial and social back- 
grounds. In the field there were attempts to block their use.. 
Working with British: 
LONDON AGREEMENT with SOE in summer of A2 made by WJD and G. 
Paved by WJD talks with Hambro in-London between 16 and 22 
June, 42. Delineated areas of responsibilities. and "spheres 
of influence" for American and British S0: 
India, East Africa, the Balkans and Middle East were to be 
province of SOE London with American liaison and assistance. 
China, Manchuria, Korea, Australia, Atlantic Islands and Fin- 
land to be province of OSS. 
Joint handling of Western Europe. - would continued to be 
under SOE until Qfiflxmkkixux joint military command came 
into existence; meanwhile, S0 would establish mission in 
London and prepare S0 organization for attachement to Amer. 
Military command in training this organization. Recognized 
that Americans could function in areas closed to British — 
particularly Vichy. 

Special ops. procedures in NA, also (inc. Span. Morocco) - 
predominantly American sphere of ops. American head of S0 to 
be responsible for SOE activities in this area in anticipation 
of TORCH. Existing British SOE would maintain close relations 
with US S0 chief and work under his direction. 
But special arrangement fior Bibraltar - outside area of American 
SO NA mission . 

Neither SOE nor S0 to work in Russia. West Africa was to have 
an American mission working through the existing British Office 
there ' Approved for Release: 2023/01/11 002730858
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Agreement on pooling of resources. 
Brit. Maj. F.A. Freeth and R.W.B. Billinghurst were currently 
working on S0 production in N! under OSS John S. Russell 
Also agreement on joint funding. 
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9/43 - Huntin ton appointed 0/OSS/5th Army, NA; took him 
out of direction of Psych. War Ops. Title passed briefly 
to Lt. Col. Edward Gamble, then Huntington's X0. But 
Gamble then 6?H§Ted“t6”Ilgiers as C/S0 and in October, 
duties of Acting Deputy Director, PWO went to Joseph 
Scribner. *“"“'" 

A180 in S9Ptember,_Q2I§_fifllliHfill left on overseas mission to 
Near and Far East for Donovan (see MILESO. His work in 
Washington inherited by Scribner. 

Scribner banker from Pittsburgh, partner in investment 
securities firm of Singer, Deans and Scribner, and director 

of National Assn. of Securities Dealers; Gov. of Pittsburgh 
Stock Exchange; Dir., Investment Bankers Assn. of America. 
In WWI served in Navy on mine sweepers. 
Came to DC in 42 and served as Spec. Asst. to Dir. of Mterials 

Div., WPB; Dir. of Minerals Bureau and Spec. Asst. to Dir.’ 
Genl. of Industry Operations 

First Job in OSS - 4/43 - Materials and Supply Officer, S0 
Conceived of his job in business terms. 
OSS genl. Order 9 - created DDI, Magruder 

DD/PWO, Huntington 
PWO officer order 1, 6/8/43 - Huntington set up staff offices 
to carry out overall function of PWO 
But H. more concerned with establishment of OGC and activating 
more S0 agents than in branch organization. He believed that 
in field branch lines were unimportant 
But these org. matters did interest Scribner, whose orderly 
mind was offended by lack of clear cut lines of authority and 
the confusion existing between various branches. Decided to 
make order out of chaos. 

Policy Committee composed of Magruder; Charles Cheston, 
spe . asst. to Dir.; Lowman, chief/commo; Elmo Roper, spec. asst 
to Dir.; Scribner; presented to Donovan a study of OSS an an org 
"Our first conclusion is that...the OSS is...a holding company. MW“§£g§L9 
_Gomm. reccommended that OSS would be most effective if restricted OF‘ U“ to intell, no ops (so, etc.). But knew that WJD would not agree. 1o\¢W 
"that means that we must find a way to operate, under the JCS, 
what amounts...to a holding company." 
Also reoc. that Dep. Dirs. assume the functions of vice-presidents 
in corporation. - 

Comm. recc. on 10/2, creation of DD/Ops to be chr. of overall 
Ops Comm and DD/PWO - and ors STAFF to approve all ops. 

On 10/10/43, meeting held at WJD's home to clarify proposals. 
WJD stated at that time: 
1) Deputy Directors were not to interfere with Branch Chiefs 
administrative functions 
2) They responsible for coordination, but not performance by 
branches, and should report to Dir. only lack of performance. 
3) WJD did not wish an additional echelon between branch chiefs 

and himselié t h t fire and hire DD: Wou no ave power o - 

Therefore attempt to out ops branches off_from direct access to 
WJD faile .

' 
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"ceo. Sharp replaced as so/we by his assistant F. Bayard Rives J when S. transferred to AMG assignment in France at request of ' John McGloy; Rives an intl. lawyer first practiced in firm of / Wintrhop and Stimson, fluent in French and Spanish 
/ Rives in constant contact with Vanderstricht in London about 
V’ qualifications of French S0 men ' 1 

London S0 theoretically directing Algiers S0 with Pflieger as liaison, but in practica Algiers independent, though responsible' 
to Ike in London 

V<npril 10,44, Davis To Algiers as Chief of SPOO 
Sept. 1, 1944 - 25 Jed teams in France, 18 from Ens. 7 from NA; also 41 undercover S0 in France -

' 

“lug. 14, 1944 - Gamble went into France with 7th Army getting v’ info and picking up OSS teams - 

Aug. 30, 1944 - 1292 tons to France, 532 of drops by SO 

Fall 1943 - Ike decided to use OSS/NA for Ops in So. France. But 
DO had trouble getting slots for transport to NA for men to be sent to France. WE section had already skimmed off best candi- dates. Downey had trouble finding even 19 men he finally sent 
to NA for French ops. ' 

Jan. 44 - Pflieger, Knit former Acting S0 chief, then Asst. X0 
to Glavin; appointed S0 liaison from London to Algiers. 

\/SPOC,N.A. set up in an Operations Room (actuall some Nissan V'Huts and tents with teletypes to OSS and ISSU6{ in 5/44 as the vexclusive agency in MEDTO to handle coord. of resistance in So. 
v4France. sroc was Joint so/son under SHAEF and G3 — directed by “’Ansety and Davis 
“’French participation in SPOG consisted of attachment of consid- u arable no. of French officers and N00s to establish liaison with ~’Maquis in So. France 
0,7 Jed teams sent from GB to NA in 5/44 
-’SPOG problems in So. France: non-existent transportation system; v'widespread demand for arms from many conflicting resistance groups 
VB/1/44-8/15/44 alone, SP00 dropped 447 tons of supplies and 206? agents “liquidated 9/9/44 - Only bright spot in so-son relationship /Separate S0 operation from SE00 planned in Algiers - ETOILE - planned v'by Huntington and executed by Peter Dewey in summer 44 - 
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West Eur0P93 

f M ‘or Geo. snerp. AOA 
Major recruitment under direction 0 a3

b ~' llivan Cromwell. Father had een 
we/so. Sharp a lawyer with Su #3-44 f SO recruitment for WE in U5 Ambass to France. Success 0 

flue to his expertise on France. 
43 Dpay Qps, written 1O/29/ Following is snerp'B Plan f°T Pre 

4&L,FfiQ.?:Ced' 
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Sharp Plan, cont. 
"Intelligence Requirements: 

Identifications, location of leaders of underground groups and resistance groups: location, nature, defense of military installations, communication, centers (see appendix no. 1), location of small air fields, beach defense regulations...." 

Recruiting Of agents for France and Low Countries involved 
delicate political issues. Besides the Gaullists there were 
many other resistance groups of varying political hues and many 
resistance centers were discovered after DDay. As Lincoln's 
War Diary for OSS/Eto remarks of Dfiay landings of the 1st Army: 
"They soon discovered that there was a good DeGau1list organiza- 
tion in the Manche of which there was no record in the Kardex 
fi1es!#" Other surprises were less pleasant. French agents who 
went to England but who were not identified with DeGaulle found 
that they couldn't work with OSS independently of the British. 
The same issue occured in D0. On 5/12/43, Huntington cabled 
Canfield in London that individuals and groups of officers re- 
cruited in this country for France are apprently exepcted to be 

made part of British organizations and asking whether or not 
these officers can be assured that they will be "handled by 
Americans." These French recruits felt strongly enough on this 
matter to make a condition of it before signing up. \ 

Another Problem was the matter of appropriate military rank 
for many distinguished and mature men. 

Some S0 were taken from a pool of French speaking officers 

at Fort Begnning 
Once these agents arrived in England, arrangements from there 

were ruled by the principle stated in the London Agreement of 

1942, providing for British supervision of underground activi- 

ties in France until an American Command was set up for the ITO. 
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Meanwhile S0 in England had charge of final training and screening 
of SO agents. Later in the field SO/SOE was integrated into ex 
isting networks.

H 

There was a tendency on part of French speaking officers 
in US Army, particularly those who were recent arrivals, to 

carry over old political antagonisms into their new work. 
Frustrated for years perhaps, they wanted, not unnaturally, to 

settle old scores and to be assured that the particular resis- 
tance of their affiliation was the one S0/SOE would support. 
Thus internal quarrels were interposed in an already complicated 
situation and a miniature three way dispute, on the lines of 
the larger British-French-American differences, was only averted 
by screening out those Frenchmen who could not submerge their 
party feeling into the larger issues. 

This took time. Propsects from French speaking centers like 
New Orleans and NY were canvassed on a no. of recruiting trips. 
S0 files list a long who's who of France in America, and many 
of these were chosen, commissioned (since they were not allowed 
to operate as civilians), trained and shipped to GB. A further 
problem was that many of the agents who volunteered merited 
rank of field grades. Yet only 2nd Bt. slots were avilable - 

this was ture of all those recruited for Jed teams. 
The Jed teams were first proposed by the British. They 

were one American and one British officer, one French officer 
and one US or Brit enlisted man as WT op. Their job was to 
organize the resistance. The director in London was Lt. Col. 
0arlton—Smith, head of Milton Hall, SOE training center, and 
Lt. 001. Henry B. Coxe,Jr., SID/LOndOn. D0's responsibility 
for them began writh recruiting and ended with training and sup- 

ply. This was done by the regular wn/so Staff through fall45 and 

spring 44. - 

_ g 
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A8 early as 5/43 plans for Jed teams were contemplated h 

Sflixiux in D0 and London. By 8/43 tentative requirements for 
the plan were drawn up; and by 9/1/43, Gerald Miller of ws/so 
wrote to Freeman Lincoln, D0/S0 that "The So recruiting objec- 

tive is...44 officers for staff, 50 officers fluent in French 
for teams, and 50 enlisted men for WT operators. The staff of 

General Devers has approved the Jedburgh Plan. G-2 has been in 

terested to the extent of requesting OPD to transport 50 men 

regardless of the transporation freeze. London feels that the 

entire success of OSS in the European Theater will be judged by 

General Devers on the success or failure of adcomplishing the 

objectives of the Plan." 
A memo from WJD to Branch chiefs dated 10/11/43 states that 

the Jed Plan was given highest priority for ETO. He therefore 

ordered that all branches turn over specified slots for offi- 

cers to wn/so until requirements for Jeds was filled. 

The goal of 94 officers and 50 enlisted to be dispatched 

by 12/43 was achieved through the coordinated effort of the 

Dep.Dir./SSO Scribner (Goodfellow apparently Dir.SSO), by 

001 Gonnely of Personnel Procurement Branch, by Mr. H::dand of 

the Sec. 0ff., by Major Alderdice, X0 of the 0Gs, Lt. Colonel 

Gamble of PWO; and Lt. Colonel Franklin Oanfield (sent to Wash- 

ington by S0 London for the express purpose of recruiting Jeds 

and officers to be attached by Army staffs; and by 0. Sumner 

Williams, appointed by Scribner to coordinate this rush job. 
- The WT operators were trained by Larry Lowman, C/Gommo, 

and Lt. Colonel R.T.sa1zmenn, WE/S0 planning officer assited 

in interviewing and screening trainees. The 0Gs also helped in 

training. 
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The British helped by appointing Col. Skilbeck of the SOE 
school in Canada for temporary duty in D0 to help train the 
crew once picked. A long and detailed correspondence between 
Oanfield and Joseph Haskell S0/London, reflects the problems 
of the period — whether to take volunteers expert in everything 
ex. French or to choose men primarily for language ability; whether 
recruits could acquire enough French in 2 weeks to pass as French- 
ment or whether it would take longer to llok for linguists than 
it would to drill French into the recruits selected. This was 
a burning issue. By 11/2/43, Oanfield could report to Haskell that 
59 officers chosen as team leaders were in training and ready 
for shipment. One in GB, they would received more training in 
SO/Soe schools under direction of Maj. Hohn Tyson, SO. 

Lt. O.P. Frank of S0 helped process Jeds and served as their 
adjutant. This was a feverish period with Sharp and F.Bayard 

of we/so 
Rives bearing most responsibility; Oanfield attached tg their 
office for 2 monthslto expedite the program and keep in touch 
with London; Sgt. Warren Delano in WESO office to assist Sumner 
Williams who was coordinating the program there. kicxxfixaxk 

All Jeds came in temporary duty without equipment while waiting 
security and qualification checks. All were parachutists; all 
had French background; all from Fort Benning and Camp McCall. 
They were cleared through H.H. Bennett, Personnel Officer of 
SSO. They got overseas through Lt. Ool Harold W. Fuller; SO 
later deputy comm. Jed training, England. 

' In an order of 12/20/43, Jed ops was summarized as: 
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."Jedburgh teeme1fiill7horfiellj consistfiof three hehfli 

"It has been decided that 70 Jedburgh teame...will ' 

provide the strategic reserve with which SOB/SO can _,, create and control offensive action behind the'enemy”§TY 
lines on and after D~Day where existing communica- 
tions, leadership,_organizatioh or.eupplies are in:-,;; adequate,'or?to carry out such additional specific _"m

. tasks as are demanded by the military situation. 

of whom at least one will be a native of the country " 
in which the team is to operate. -Teams.will consist.§ of a-~leader§'-'*s; se'coxid--in-'co:nin'iand;' both ‘of ‘whom will“ 
normally be officers, and one wireless operator. 1 

PThe principle function at Jedburgh"teams is that of H" 
liaison with Resistance Groups. Leaders and seconds- 
in command of teeme should have a souhdgworking knowa..H ledge offithe language-of the country so thet'they can' ” 
give instruction and orders where necessery.' It is 
not the intention_that"Jedburgh teams will necessarily,@~; usurp_the-authority of local leaders; but it is felt ‘ 

m' 

that the arrival of-Allied soldiers, in uniform, behind - 

the enemy lines, will_heve a_merked§effect on patriotic. ' 

.morele*ahd that these teams;i.§$l will e¢z"es*a focus" 
for local resistance. . _-f . 

= ~ 7. - 

"As '-ai 'g‘ene'rel-“ 'ru'1e";- H-Tedburgh‘ teams-"&&111"1""b'¢ .'eei1‘t' '1:-1111;‘ to 1 

those areas where there are known to be actual or Q3511- 
tial resistahce elemcnts.. Their function will-T;“* . 

'according*to the nature of the group to which tgs; .. 
sent and may include any or all of the following: 

‘~*'?'-" 1) I -‘i‘0r§;aiii.'§'ation‘ of‘? a"‘{3rou1§"_* rc;i‘~'ft“g§;eei11_1:1 e_'ctiiii‘t‘§m.l 
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The orders also deals in detail with zones of ops., equrpment, 
specific tasks and targets for Jeds, and for coordination and 
direction by SOE/S0 and commo with SOE/S0 HQ, England. . 

All Jed program activities, however, were only a part of 
overall recruiting of regular SO agents for France. On 9/1/43, 
Sharp wrote a memo to Wm, Mudge of S0 personnel, stating the 
immediate need for 50 more agents, 25 WT operators to go with 
them and 10 officer observers of "superior intelligence." In 

addition, 50 officers to serve as leaders of Jedburgh teams. 
For these officers, Sharp wrote; "They must be prepared to be 
parachuted in uniform behind the enemy lines, be experienced 
in handling men and if possible have served in an active theater; 
must have aptitude for use of small arms weapons; have a good 
knowledge ofFRench." ' 

.Staff offs. were also needed, both for London and field HQ. 
Also training officers and 16 officers to conduct service func- 
tions for SO. All of these were in addition to officers needed 

by the 0Gs. Sharp's memo condlues: "Time is of the essence." 
Sharp's office in DC also handled relations with the French 

Military Mission, concerning status of French officers in train- 
ing in US whom OSS was attempting to recruit. The terms on which 
these officers were released by the French command were: 

That they remain members of the French Armed Forces on 
detached temporary service for a specific mission with OSS; 
that liaison with the French military authorities should be 
permitted.at all times, "within the proper limits of security 
and protection;" the French High Command was to be notified, al- 

ways within the limits of proper security, of departure of the 

mission for which these officers were being trained. 

By 11/43, Sharp was reporting to Lincoln," acting c/S0 on 

dispatch of 81 S0 trained men to London. By 2/44, Wm. Davis, ' 

who succeded Lincoln as Chief S0 reported to WJD that of these 
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81 after further training, 46% had been accepted 
after passing 

last hurdles, a rate of acceptance far higher than 
British 

had been able to reach. Yet this figure still shows much wasted 

effort and time. Finally by summer of 44, Washington was 
able 

to drop its responsibility for French 
recruiting when a tripar- 

tite staff was set up, responsible through 
SOE/S0 command to 

Koening of FFI acting under SHAEF, to carry on netwwtk of agent 

activity sparked to life by British and 
US efforts. 

BY 9/10/1+4 there were so Jeds in France, 
but aside from them 

only 46 other S0 agents remained in 
France. Control of Special 

Force Detachments in France passed to 
Koenig and plans were 

under way for using as many as were 
qualified for S0/Germany. 

y By 4/2/1+5, 227 so men had returned to no from mo of whom 

"I118 had been transferred to FE. This processing under Harrison 

V/T. Barrows, Ops. officer ETO 
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' 0BJECTIVE:_ Stimulate resistance: rorganize and equip-resistance 
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1 "groups: >disruption of lines of communication and 
“ - --» supply: coordinate activities with military 
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.SITUATION: a;w;Tho"majority of tho"Franchppeop1e'are_in 
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wmzpasaive resistance to the German OCCUQHt1OD&l , 

_ 

" 

'" ¢-yrauthoritios and.tocfihawGermsn;contro1lod 

1 
zfiwafironoh‘Govornmont@v¢*U, 
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in; bi? A strong organization for resistance and@" 
¢. giwisabotagojhas~been=built up in all oi Franco 
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“-=ckflwflumorous~Fronohrresistanoo~Groups-havevboen 
'- 

L; gmcibuilding organizations in all-of Franco: 
1' tfifdthoir offectivo strength is not definitely 

1 

1' 
' known and varies widely from community to 

. 
?Hx community dopandingkon the typo of leadership. 
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'"; d&FiBritish=SOE has preferred to:concontrate~»¢ 

:1 
_u£“fithoir efforts in Northern Frflflcflylflnd it is, 

,.f, 
' £$nnthsrof0ro;"nocossary;fQr SO to bring about‘ - 

‘§ 1 

'». a unified organization in Southern France, 
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" “TLLto supply end'oquip€it,¢andIto coordinate
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group activities in Rorthern
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fi§g]and Southern Fronts through joint SO-SOE 
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MISSIONS: ; 
a&w.To=carry our operations upon special targets 

‘ ;.-_ Q1 of military significance as designated byJn;:¢ 
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lFd¢Q To sabotage sources of key materials, plants 
{E \?Ynnd other targets of military significance. . 
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d; To destroy or disrupt lines of communication 
¥uR fi=and supply in accordance with plans of the; 1 
?V$@§"mi¥ité?YFoommandersni §mfic ma ;i?»:¢ kc he 

,__ _H_ ;_ (1) For specific targets aoo Appendix No. 1 
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-y// ' ll. @-,H bminimum_of lU.officer observers to serve as ' 

‘ contact with underground leaders, to report upon matters_of_organization,_equipment,,l_fl; 
‘discipline, snd boordinateiwith]thewplans“”" 
_of.the'Hi1itary_Commsnder£‘fl;wirelessQff 

* joperstor with equipment tq]uo6onpany‘eeoh; 

/ '

, 

- .- - -_.9i7f.5-°"1.‘ T.F5bfl'°I?Y9.I"'.§ 
' 

It-<1 I 5-“Y:-ili.'l§'-f-l. 
“' 

0. To form, train and introduce into France " ¢ 
-1. ,i§5”tesns_composed.of:_, ,,J.%J NF, .,, gzw " 

“"M”"*"l*OffiC0P,”L6&d0P'H“*U 
l Officer or E/M, second in commend 

,vM,.&i ,(to_be obtained fron French connund) "H“'"“”'I‘Wireless'operetor -‘*""- “"“"“ l""
~ 

H, just prior to, or on D—Dny, for the purpose ‘

- 

' ’ '”‘of'liaison’with'other groups,'to sot as guides ~ 

1 "Q where necessary, and coordinate efforts of . 
', 

_ ,,,H,_resistunce groups on_and after DéDay._ Io ,ii, ‘ ’"‘““'““ eoordinate and guide'effbrts oT'bperetional “" 
.5roups in "coups-do-main". . -qt. i - - 

3 ” d. "To introduce“into‘France"at*tifies“diotate6"byb' 
- 

; 
the Military situation, Operational Groups

; 

, W “totalling 29 officers, l7l.enlisted non, for ’ "'the'purpose'o ‘carrying out “ooup—de+mein", 
~~-destruction of installations of military value 

v éu and other_limited_objectives, in accordance ‘“ with the plans of the Military'CenmenderI'"
_ 

~. To form staff groups (ofiioffieers) and enlisted . 

personnel, which will be attached“to“Army}‘Corpe, 
- 

- or Division Staffs in the field for the purpose 
_of.. C_a_I'rying__ out the plane of__.v_.i;1I1__e l€l,]._i,tary__ - 

' '“"'Connander"by'means ¢r_§:; 2,} gt, Q3'abovei 
PE3§9¥F3Pm:§??PL?ES-dxns§§R¥FM?NTi3E@?IF3¥3FT§i¢?-,~ ---- -- ~ 
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' 
' 0ff1c6I‘8 -1 _' E0 M0 ' 
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-
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Personnel Pldn:a;‘lO " f" “l0 "“*“(E£elueive“bf”personnel ; '- " 
-. 1- -bo 19 M 10 :_ required for staff,_" . 

Wfi V.»->hh ,p. 55_,T, _ \.,,35Hii Mcomnunioutions,,lisison, 2e""" #"1v1“ **f'so Base of operstionsi) 
.‘ 

- 
. 0. 35 ' 88 . 

- ~ 
h, _d- 

' 

,_,,,:,W- stione of ll9 offioers,.3l4 men between l Hovember ' ””' l945,“to‘l December 1943; "Thereafter, from Buses to Operational Areas as dictated by.the Military- 
“ i F_i; situation. ,ih_wn, ~ 

i
- 

*_,. ', -_._, .~ - -1 _,_ .= 1, _,-._\_,..r_;_.‘,: i 

-Suppliesz. Not subject to estimate beyond an estimated initial 
- supply of 651 lbs, per mun. Same as above. To no furnished by Army depots at S0 Base of Operations- 

raissronmawxou REQUIREEEHTS: 
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l
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__.,__ 
' Air or water transportation should be.mude immediately . 

l. available for the transportation to SO Bases of 
_ 

p- Operations of ll9 officers, 314 mengbetweenil November . 

d ._\ qt" and 1 December 1943- "Theresfter,flfrom§Baseslto
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Western Europe: 
Related at all points to SOE, since England base for ops. in WE ~ Was necessary for S0 to have permission and goodwill of SOE in order to operate. 

jiondon Agreement - 6/42 So-SOE pact, but it was still only /possible for SO to send limited missions to explore possible 
/PPS until Directive from the JCS in 12/42 giving OSS authori- zation to carry on ops. in any area where the theater comman /der wanted its services. 
vln early 43, small group of SO officers in London. At that ,time a modification of the London Agreement was arranged and 
‘set forth in an Operational Agreement signed by Charles Hambro ,and Col. Huntington (ATTACHMENT) 
Through this arrangement, S0 obtained a toehold on the SOE 
ops already underway — at that time S0/London had only 10 
men, while SOE already numbered 6000 on its rolls. 
The only way S0 could begin was to attach their officers to 
the WE section of SOE on a temporary basis to learn the ropes. 
In 45 these officers included, Lt. Col. Paul Vanderstrichti who 
lnmd_bcan hfiflfl_of the we neen_in,so[pq, Capt. williem Grell,iH 
Capt. Paul Mellnn, Lt. Col. Franklin 0. Ganfield, Maj. Henry 
Goxe, Lt. Col. John A Bross, and Maj. Ro5ert R. Doddrige. 
DO always maintained the view that S0 should always maintain 
its own identity, no matter how closely it collaborated with 
SOE. Therefore, in addition to those attached to SOE, S0 main- 
tained its own skeleton staff in London — Bross, Lt. Col. 
George E. Brewer, Lt. Col. G.W. Embury, Col. Joseph F. Haskell 
and Col. Charles S. Vanderblue, 
This mission acquired real first prestige when on 6/4/43, it 
became a military detachment headed by Lt. Col. David K-3. Bruce 
under General Devers' orders. Later on 11/11445, in order to 
keep S0 control in line with SOE, then under COSSAG, SU was 
itself put under COSSAG. 
The only thing S0 could do in 43 was to supply badly needed 
personnel and materiel to SOE and to try to get in on the 
planning of future operations on a joint basis. SO was first 
established as an operational unit in 8/43 when the first offi- 
cers dropped into France. The number of agents continued to 
increase in 43 and 44 in cooperation with the Maquis so that 
there was a resistance network supplied and ready by D-Day, to 
carry out specific tasks of demolition and harassment while 
allied armies were landing and securing the beachheads. 

SO/London also controlled a large number of individual French 
native agents dropped into the country and supplied by S0. 
They received their orders from Grell, an American of Belgian 
,pi;th_who recruited, briefed and maintained contact with hun- 
dreds of natte French agents. Much of this activity was car- 
ried on without the knowledge of the French resistance, S0 and 
SOE considering their security dubious and not wishing to run 
any greater risk to their agents than necessary- 

Denmark. 
\Similar ops. with native agents were carried on in Norway and 
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There were thus three separate group sf agents sent into the continent by SO/SOE: 
Their own operatives known as gfsection, sent to set up commu- nication "closed" circuits unknown to the FFI; French agents known as RF section, dropped, supplied and run by so/son; 
Jedburgh teams of mixed US—French—British who organized resis- tance groups in France, equipped them and supervised their activities, working always under the instructinns of the local FFI, who in turn were instructedflfrom London. Starting with a few teams in 6/4Q,/the Jeds increased to a 45 American officers and 100 enlisted men by late summer- 

/S0/L got another boost in 10/43 when, after Col. Joe Haskell's “transfer to the OSS detachment, he was able to get the services “of the 492nd bomber group attached to the 8th Air Force, to /carry out S0 missions. Jos. Scribner of Washington shared in /this achievement, which made it possible for S0 to carry out /independent sorites and fulfill the work ladd out at its packing /station set up at Holme. 
“In Washinton, the year 43 was one of feverish recruiting acti- Kvity. In England, Col. Haskell was the key S0 figure at this vtime. He was a regular army officer who had inside connections vwith staff officers in London through his former position as /Asst Chief of Staff, G-5. It was through Haskell's effort in /that post that the OSS det. was set up, giving its respectable jstatus and the right to requisition supplies and use regular military channels. Haskell also secure increasing nos. of planes /from the 492nd BC once he had secured its use for OSS. 64 planes /eventually became available to S0. 
In 1/44, SO and SOE joined organically to operate as a unit. Brig. Mockler—Ferryman and Haskell had equal status in this merger which controlled ops. heading toward DDay — included Jed teams, individual agents of SO and SOE, the Operational Groups, the 492nd B0 (inc. supply drops). The admin staff was modelled on Eisenhower's Staff, with complete integration of planning and ops. and sharing of planes available to either side. HQ was original HQ of SOE Baker St. This arrangement lasted until France fell entirely into flllied hands, then S0 pulled out of Special Force HQ for ops. in Germany, while re- maining under SFHQ for ops. in the Scandinavian countries and Denmark. 
As London HQ became more and more active an 44, relations with D0 became more independent and by DDay, London relied on D0 only for men and supplies. Plans were completely under Ike and his staff, as Gen. Marshall had forseen they would have 
to be when he made his suggestions for the drafting of OSS' 
charter Directive from the JCS in 12/42. Liaison with SOE/D0 
was maintained through Col. Bouverie, general head of BSO/D0 
The attachment of S0 officers to the allied armies as Special Force Dets. was worked out in London. As noted in Lleeeln Free" 
man Was Diary: "The general conception of the function Of an 
SF Detachment was that it would serve as a liaieen between the 
field forces and SFHQ in London for the planning an? 3X?C?t1i2neb 
of Strategic missions by resistance grgups behind tne enemy 
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On 6/1/44, SO staffs attached to US field forces and simi- lar SOB staffs with British armies were designated as Special Force Detachments and assigned SF numbers; with the OSS des~ 
ignations as follows: ' 

balm!»-4.!’-lC‘l.|/‘I8 
, |4; gl-l<ll|€|¢A‘t¢.\cur 

11s*t' US Army Group SF Det 12 "- 
H WM“ "hum" 

---First US Army SF Det 1O 
3rd US Army SF D913 11 
etn US AI'my(_l‘)fl.§!u.(4) sF Det 13 Un-named Army SF Bet 14 

By 6/30/44, 100 S0 officers were in these dets, operating 
as liaison between resistances and the ARmy, picking up info. from the resistance as the Army progressed in France, carrying 
out necessary sabotage ops and directing ushc ops on the part 
of French groups whom they had supplied with materiel. Inter- 
ference with enemy commo and transport lines was the object 
of most of these ops. One important contribution was the 
role played by Det 10 in solving the myster of V1 and V2 bombs. 
Contacts established by this Det in the Cherbourg peninsula 
provided the key info on the launching sites and working of 
these missiles. 

By early Sept., 80 Jed teams opeting in France. One American 
Jed found the plans of all German defenses of Lorient and St. 
Nazaire and worked his way through German lines with them to 
3rd Army HQ. 
Also 100 SO agents operated behind lines before DDay. This 
followed the British example of infiltrating French speaking 
agents as fast as possible. 

/ihe SO packing station at Holme, handled supplies from BC. 
/At its peak 365 enlisted men were on duty at Holme where 
/packing of containers and packages increased from 15,000 in 
Jthe first 6 mos. of operation to 48.949 three months later. 
VThese containers carried 300 Pounds of materiel each and were 
vdelivered in 2717 sorites by air to the cntinent. 
/In 9/44 a planning and operations comm. was set up in London 
vto act as a link between WE and MED S0. Shortly after this, 
vthese two theaters were combined to form European S0. Maj. 
V0.8. Eubank was head of ESO desk until his transfer out of 
vSO in 3/45 when Capt. Harrison T. Barrow was appointed to 
¢this office. DC'S responsibilites by this point consisted 
vmainly of reprocessing returning agents and record keeping, 
/under reports officer R.T. Brake 
S0 Branch report for 1/45 follows: 
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#11 "THEATER ACTIVITIES - 
' ' ' ' ' 

'

§ 
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1 .
‘ "fi.(a) _Prowress" P H__ _{_1-V ~\; % ___l _; 1, oi 

'3 ”'"’ ' ' 
u 

' 1. The SO Branch in ETC has been undorcoir ' 

“ l ‘ _ . _ _ - 1 
\ L . x: 

_ if? ‘_ .
- . 

- 

. -1 ¢-1 
_ 

=._ 
__ _jl‘ a considerable re-organi2ation,~ Eveqy effort is_being mede_to_devel0p"g' ~ __sPBcial Operatioflfi into Germany and Central Eur0Pe.,j 779M~.-§H§T.;"-HT['“ 7*}

L 

--;'-' ii. l.“:"l":' "2§ xA Btudl of Czechoslovakian Resistance fi33¥§§J 
u w -“"prepared for USSTAF with a view to obtaining permission £or1h92nfi E-if 

. ;Bombardment-Group (H)-to.f1y7supply openiionejto clandestine groups,“ J

k in'£fo;~e.via and__-Bohemia. _' 
- 

' 

_.

\ 

.." ij ""oj1‘“-57"‘-_5l3§* Attempts to_arm Danish Resietenco‘are7l, -Ff progressing Ievorablyf and tne briefing nnd_training of SQ agents w I 

f 1j§o_be need inside Germany are being successfully effected; f'J Li'_f 
..¢ , , 

;\ ', l.'3'[.-~ 
L h. Heetings have.been hold with'membefe ofecyr; 

-
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with Gen. Donovan's intention of keeping OSS independent whenever 
possible. 

By April 45, pattern of continental ops becoming clear. OSS 
activities in Korway, Denmark, OSR, air drops to Warsaw, safe 
routes in and out of Germany, were all part of the picture which 
will have to be put together in a postwar account of ops. 
Outstanding ops: 

“'2/45 report mentions exploits of Nick Jalich and Arthur Jibilian 
/during the preceding five months in evacuating or helping to 
wevacuate 343 American airmen from Mihailovic territory. 
Yln Italy, the 5th Army Det., all SO, established regular sup- 
\/ply routes to the Partisans operating in the area of the Brenner 
“pass and was committed to deliver 550 tons a month to this im- 
/portant element 
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After transition from COI to oss in 6/42, organization Qamg under JCS and WJD submitted 2 reports to Chiefs. 
1) Report on functioning of COI for Past year; known as "Rogers Bible" because written by James Grafton Rogers 
2) Submitted 8/28/42, basic estimate of OSS future potential 
to Joint Psych. Warf. Comm. of JCS 
8/11/42 — WJD set up Strategic Services Command under Colonel 
Goodfellow, awaiting final directive on S0 from JCS. 
Appproval for this interim command obtained with aid of Gens. 
Nelson, McNatney, and W.B. Smith. A week later this approval 
withdrawn. Old line War Dept. officers feared provision for 
what they called "Donovan's Dragoons." OSS not allowed to sup- 
port guerilla units. 
9/19/42 - New order; stated subversion and sabotage to be con- 
ducted by OSS and endorsed OSS principle of guerillas, but it 
obliged OSS to hold up plans before actually putting guerillas 
into operatiion. . 

Not even SOB allowed to use anything resembling unified mili- 
tary guerilla unit. ("Strategic Services troops") 
But OSS during this period clearly authorized to send out in- 
dividual S0 agents, regardless of debate over S0 guerilla 
units. With Goodfellow involved with unit planning, WJD trans- 
ferred Lt. Col. Ellery C. Huntington, Jr., then head of Sec.Off 
to be chief of so (namem changed from SA/G on 8/31/42) 
Huntington a lawyer and officer in NY investment companies. 
Capt. in WW I and active in 11th regiment of NX state guard. Came to oss in 2/42 and started setting uplsecurity system 
for Donovan. Headed see.orF until transferred to c/so. 
Budget plans for S0,8/42: Administrative staff of S0 then about 
200 army and navy officers of whom R 18 in Washington and the 
rest in training and schools. 11 attending British SOe schools. 
Scattering of agents abroad. 4 school areas in operation, and 
commo school being established jointly with SI 
In summer and fall of 42, WJD and Good. continued to attempt 
to get clearance for guerilla units from JCS 
9/4/42 - Huntington formally appointed C/S0 
Ops personnel then divided into SI under Bruce; S0 under Hunt- 
ington; and remainder under Good. 
9/7/42, Huntington set up list of key so positions: 
Acting X0 - Lt. James F. Lawrence 
Fiscal Officer - Lt. Col. W. Lane Rehm 
Chief Ops. Officer - Lt. Cmdr. Warwick Potter 
Project Liaison Officer - Capt. Franklin Canfield 
Chief Recruiting Officer - Ensign Wm. Horrigan 
Chief Training Officer - Capt. Geo.xBrEI£x H. Brewer, Jr. 
Advisory Dir. of Training - Lt. Col. R.M. Brooker 
Asst. Ops. Officer - Horrigan 
Asst. Training Officer — John A. Bross, Lt. 
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_Huntington's regiment in the NY State guard. They were all 
TPotter, Brewer, Lawrence and Bross had all been members of 
-eager for action. 
A bitter rivalry existed between this new group and the men 
who stayed in Col. Goodfellow's command. 
Huntin ton left on the first of his overseas trips for London 
in 9/4?}, leaving S0 in the hands of his deputy, Lawrence. Rivalries with Goodfellow's office continued. 
Huntington's first report to WJD on trip to England, 11/2/42 
mentions existing missions: Eifler, Tostoy—Dolan, Hoskins, 
ORCH

. 

Suggested expansion of current Mission in China under Commander 
Miles to include all other missions in the Far East and coor- 
dinate their activities.- 
Projects suggested for future: 
Philippines 
New mission to replace one man(Smith?) at Vichy 
*Qreater cooperation with the Free French resistance movement 

while at the same time operating with other French resistance 
groups, so as to lose no possible toehold in Western Europe - 
this suggestion strengthened by memo from Lt. Col. Arthur 
Roseborough dated 10/23/42, outlining, after talks with the 
Free French, their need for materiel to supply existing French 
manpower and British bases. 

New missions to low countries, Scandinavia, Spain, Portugal, 
West Africa, Cairo 
Huntington pointed out that there were areas where the British 
could not function as acceptably to native populations as 
Americans could and he proposed making men available for such 
areas 

While the Strategic Service Command remained uncertain haxx after 
withdrawal of its authority it August, two units, Maritime Unit 
and Operational Groups split off before JCS issued final direc- 
tive, (JCS 155/1+/1)) of 12/23/42 defining exactly what oss opera 
tions could include. 
Directive said:

_ S0 not to operate in Western Hemisphere. 
All ops in organized theaters were to be subject to direct 
control of theater commanders ' 

Assigned continued responsibility of psychological warfare, 
sabotage, guerilla warfare, and resistance liaison 

But not guerilla units - "Unless otherwise specifically author 
ized, personnel to be provided for guerilla warfare will be 
limited to organizers, fomenters and operational nuclei of 
guerilla units." ~ But no full units as in British Commandos. 
This ended Strat. Serv. Comm. and Goodfellow became special 
Assistant on Donovan's staff for all OSS, while Huntington u began to develop S0 "organizers, fomenters, and oper.nuclei 

This order became known as YThe Golden Directive" 
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Huntington order 11/28/42 - new so appointments. 
Operations Officer - Warwick Potter 
lrea Operations Officer - John Bross 
Admin. and Security Officer - J. Freeman Lincoln (who had been 
head of Couriers under William A. Kimbel. 

Executive Officer - R. Davis Halliwell (soon o/So) 
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11/13/43 — Strategic Services Operations/Dept. Dir. created. Replaced PWO, and Scribner named new DD/SSO. Branch chiefs objected tot his new arrangement: SO, MO, MU,(0G) 
Scribner as X0 chose Lt. Col. Edward Bigelow 
B had been asst. to Charles Cheston and Spec. Asst. to Dir. 
on personnel; actually personell off. of all OSS until estab. 
of Personnel Procurement Board in 6/43 

B a Boston Banker. 
Chief of Staff for Scribner, Lt. Col. William P. Davis; also 
banker. Served with 108th Field Artillery in the National Guard 
and later graduated as highest man in his class at command 
and General Staff School at Leavenworth. 

New Chief of S0, J. Freeman Lincoln, already long service as 
member of S0 staff. 

Area officers, SO:.Western Europe - George C. Sharp 
North Africa — W.W. Downey 

' JilQdla_Eest-—Me;:d4LJhnay 

( 
Faj‘ East - Carl O. Hoffmann 

OommanderAGreen — Personnel Officer, SSO 
Now 1750 members of OSS fell under SSO. 
Problems: Winter-Spring 1944 
Eifler Mission asking for additional personnel. 
Jed program given trop priority at request of Gen. Devers called 

for 50 officer leaders and 50 WT men 
Staff officers needed to serve with US field armies as liaison 
between AEF.and French resistance orgs. 

S0 agents trained in sabotage were being requested and over 
300 men for SO packing station at Holme, England. 

Two srots of men operating in OSS 
Ops branches attracted younger, less experienced activists. 
More seasoned business men concerned with introducing business- 

like methods into organization.; they were partial to intell. 
functions, but operations required new and possibly dangerous 
departures, not suceptible to complete organization. 

Donovan's sympathy with the men of action saved them. Like 
the operations men he too was a soldier and an adventurer in 
ideas. What the studies and proposals of the protagonists 
of the holding.company idea had forgotten was the human equa- 
tion; men of action not concerned with methods and channels 
and impatient with restraints intended to harass them. . 

3/44 - Scribner left on world tour of OSS installations. Affected 
his thinking on theater realities. 

In Scribner's place, Bigelow appointed 

Scribner returned from trip in June; resigned from OSS in July. 
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It said that the Functions of SO Branch based on a JCS Directive 
of 10/27/43, were 

1. To conduct sabotage operations in enemy and enemy- 
occupied countries. 

2. Support and supply of Resistance Groups in enemy and 
enemy-occupied countries. 

(Copy of Lincoln memo.) 
The OGC were as close to Donovan ever got to his dream 

of raiders and rangers modelled on the British Commandos. 
With Lincoln's departure for EMU, Col. Davis was borrowed 

back from SSO where he was Planning Officer to become Chief 
of SO, with C.S. Williams as Deputy, with William's ME-SO 
Desk taken over by Russell P. Place, then Deputy/SO. 

Soon after Davis took over, digs Sharp was transferred 
to AMG for assignment in France at the request of John HcCloy, 
then Asst. Sec. War, and replaced by his assistnat F. Bayard 
Rives as Area Ops Off.,/WE. Rives was an international lawyer 
who had first practiced in the firm of Wintrhop and Stimson, 
and later had his own firm in NY. He was fluent in French and 
Spanish, and already well versed in the needs of ETO Ops.

_ 

Rives carried on detailec correspondence in this period 
with Major Paul Vanderstricht of SO/London regarding qualifi- 
cati ns for SO/ETO. With DDay approaching SO/SOE was straining 
to get as many agents onto the continent as possible to keep 
the French resistance primed for action, and to chart out commo 
for advancing American army. 

On 3/22/44 Davis announced the consolidation of ME and NA 
Ops offices into a new MENA. This was changed to MEDTO in 5/44. 
By then, OSS already had officers with 5th and 8th armies in 

Italy. Algiers was the no of MENA and then MEDTO. in line with 
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0§S policy of keeping in step with Eisenhower's command. S0/ 
London was still theoretically directing Algiers SO ops with 
Lt. Col. Pflieger as liaison between London and Algiers. But 
in practice, Algiers was independent, and both offices were 
under Eisenhower HQ in London. 

On 4/10/44, Davis was relieved to.go to Algiers as C/ 
Special Projects Operating Canter in responsible for the NA 
end of Haskell's Command.

I 

He was replaced as o/so by Carl Hoffmann, a civilian law- 

yer who had gone into the Coast Guard in 1942, serving on sub 
patrol duty out of Staten Island. 0n receiving an honorable 
discharge, Hoffmann was asked by Donovan to come to OSS. He 
began in 2/43 as Assistant C/Fe/S0 under Francis Devlin. Wjen 
Devlin went overseas, Hoffmann became Chief 

The most expansive recruiting phase in S0 was over by then 
What remained was the reassining of agents returning to the US 
from.Europe to the FE. Hoffmann thus sent two men out in the 
summer of 1944 to follow the S0 activities in ETO and find 
out what they were and howmuch longer they would be need in 
Europe. These scouts were who went to NA and 

Italy, and Chas. Eubank who went to England and France. As a 

result when several hundred agents returned from France, in 

the fall of 44, SO was able to receiveli them, and within a 

week reassign them for training and to S0. 

By the summer of 1944, Hoffmann also sent Carletoon Coon 

and Gordon Browne back to NA to write the history of TORCH 

By 9/1/44, Hoffmann reported the presence of 25 Jed teams 

in France, 18 from England and 7 from NA- There were also 41 

undercover agents in France. 
In Belgium, clandestine sabotage was progressing and air 
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supply missions conducted under Berndt Balchen? (Pages skipped?) 

IN ME, Paul West had visited the heads of the oppsoing 

resistance factions in the interestof more effective ops. 

against the Germans. 

§Q_§Qved from Algiersgtop0aserta_and bases were established 

inBari, Brindisi, Sienna, and Rome. 

29 officers and 62 enlisted men were attached to 14th AF 

in China under AGFRTS. 
On 8/15/44, Col. Ed Gamble had gone into France with 7th 

Army getting info and picking up OSS teams while mainting 

liaison with Allied Command. 

By 8/30/44, 720 airmen had been evacuated to Bari alone 

and over 1500 had been taken out of the Balkan area, largely 

through SO. And at same time, air drops in France had reached 

the figure of 1292 tons of which 532% were dropped by so. 

Hoffmann gives much credit to his deputy, W.E. Duggan, USMC, 

who assumed admin duties, leaving Hoffmann free to carry on 

committee and policy work for Donovan, particularly in de- 

velopment of Thai project and transferring SO men from Europe 

to FE. Also S0/Washington staff was reduced from 40 to 31 mem- 

bers between 4/44 and 9/44, indicating further streamlining. 
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Chapter VI - S0/D0's Main Task 
One constant S0 goal — recruiting for missions overseas; 

From beginning when Goodfellow and Solborg began by rcruiting 
friends to later point when whole groups transferred to S0 
from army camps. First encourage by "Golden Directive" from 

JCS in 12/42. Recruiting has absorbed most of energies of 

S0 branch in Q Building. 
Earliest recruiting in GOI carried on informally, without 

reference to branch lines. By spring 43, more definite geo- 

graphical and branch needs. Personal officers worked with area 

desk heads in S0 to find different foreign language speaking 

volunteers for ops. then in planning stage under Huntington 

and Halliwell. 

No. Africa: 

NA ops ruled by JCS Directive 170 of 12/23/42 providing 

for S0 ops in Italy, Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica, France and 

"other such places as are required by the NA Theater Comman- 

der." Provisions made for S0 HQ, commo groups and cell centers 

in Canaries, Cape Verde, Azores, Madeira Islands, Spanish, Mo- 

rocco, Rio de Oro and Tangier. Specific objectives: 

establishment of the NA Mission and HQ 
cover for mission in SOS of theater 

training school for both SI and S0 agents 

Directive also approved living quarters, 12 trucks and 8 army 

cars and army equipment for S0. 
'In fall 43, Eisenhower decided to use NA/OSS for ops. in 

So. France. In Washington, this task of recruitment given 

to Lt. Comm. w.w. Downey, USNR, A09/NA/S0. 
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Downey had trouble getting "slots" for transport to NA for men 
to be sent into France. West Europe section had already skimmed 
off best candidates. Downey had trouble finding even the 10 

men he finally sent to NA for french ops. " 

More importrant to NA ops was procurement and training of 
Italian Speaking volunteers for Ital. ops. In 5/43, Eddy, fol- 

lowing up an earlier cable to War Dept from Eisenhower, sent 

S0/DC a request for 75 Italians to be in North Africa by 8/1/43. 
This request was frist specific one from Ike and came as part 

of implement ation of JCS 170. Lt. Commander Downey set out 

in May with recruiting mission to army camps. Mision included 
several branch reps., including Col. Toulmin, Majors Quay and

_ 

./'d__—---"2 M---"EV, “- 

Cheevers, Capt. Peten<0rtiz§ and Lt. Chas. Stuart of Sec. Off. ¢,‘¢nf"“ 
\\l 

I\- I’! 

Visited camps in No. Carolina and Georgia looking for Italians 6'Y"“' 

for both 0G and SO. Had to fluent in Italian and willing to in 

undertake dangerous sbotage (not always in uniform) and, ss 

Downey Put it, to take a "shot at their relatives." Also had 

to be capable of training in intell work as well as sabotage. 

Out of 4000 possible applicants, Downey pddked 50 for SO. 

Next 25 found at Camp Forest, Tenn. Army not always willing 

to transfer these men to OSS, but finally they were cleared and 

some of the men on their way to NAHQ by 8/1. By Sept all 75 

on way to NA. Downey then joined them in NA. 

Recruiting for NA continued under Downey's asst Robert W. 

Richards and later John L. Dupree, who replaced Richards. 
“R 

1/44 - return of Lt. Col. Robert P. Pflieger) former Acting 

S0 Chief, Algiers and then Asst. X0 to Glavin. Pflieger's new 

appt. as liaison for S0 ops/S France between London and Algiers 

HQ helped to clear up confusion of overlapping recruitment. S0 

drops of 500 packs a month from NA to S France an impfirtflnt 

part of these ops. 
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Most FE recruiting in 43 done by Hoffmann as Asst A0/FESO 
to Devlin in spring 43 and later as A0/FE, Hoffmann recruited 
first 100 men to follow original 101 Det. party to Burma. He 
also directed recruiting of S0 men for AGFRTS after he became 
0/S0 in spring of 44. Col Hoffmann's method of recruiting was 

"to line up all candidates scouted by his staff and ask them 5 
questions: 

Had they had a high school education? 
Did they come from a small town or from the country? Did they like to fish, to hunt, to be out of doors?~ 

If a candidate's face lit up uhd he showed any real interest 
when asked this last question he was "in." Hoffman believed 
that such a man would be able to take care of himself in 
the rugged conditions under which FE ops were carried out. On 
the contrary, men who were not at home out of doors he consid- 
ered a bad risk, regardless of their intelligence qualifiCatinnS 
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Exeprience in the field in Burma and China seems to have 
proved this method useful. " 

Under Charles E. Fisher who succeded Hoffmann as FEAO in
_ 

10/43, the job of channeling men and supplies to 101 had to 
be sustained. st11we11'e instructions of 7/4g3to "disrupt 

Japanese communications, shipping, and to bring about Japanese 
reprisals on native populati n, which will result in discouraing 
native aid to Japanese" was amply carried out 2% 101. By 11/43, 
S0 had in field or enrouté to 101, 24 officers and 32 enlisted 
men. Natives made up majority of personnel at 101. 

The Free Thai mission came into the picture about this time. 

These were Thais trained in the fall of 42 under Goodfell0w's 
direction. Nicol Smith sent as US lision officer of the group, 
led by Kunjara. Goodfellow got Thai funds unlocked and got the 
JCS to agree to activation of the mission as the Free Thai Army. 
Following dispatch of origianl group to China in 3/43? 16 more 

Thais were in training in the fall, inc. 2 doctors who were 
and the whole project 

badly needed. The Washington arrangements werecarried on under 
the watchful eyes of the Chinese rep. of the Central Government 
in Washington. - 

Other projects under discussion were those for Indo-China, 
for the Philipp nes and other Pacific Ocean areas. But the only 
one to surrive was the Meynier Mission. This consisted of 
Captain de Corvette Meynier, a French naval officer close to 
Giraud in NA; his wife, exfiltrated from France by the British 
as a favor to OSS; and a partyof officers and Annamites, who 
were sent to Chungking in_7/43 and established under Miles. 
After many complications, the mission was actually infiltrated 
into Indochina. 

In 1944-45, SO has concentrated on FE treruiting. As of 

1/1/45, 169 offs., 159 enlisted men and 7 civilians have embarked 
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to OBI since 5/42 and by 3/28/45, 235 Officers and 246 en*1Sted 
- men and gone to OBI and 55 130 SEAC. T1/115 indicates the rapid 

increase of FE retruiting. 
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Percy S. Wood, Chief So/Cairo 
By 1/9/44, 25 So men infiltrated to Greece by parachute, plane 

or sea 
Between 3/45 and 4/44, 16 S0 men infiltrated to Yugo. 
While Farish went in to Tito, Captain George Selvig and Lt. 

Melvin Benson went to outlying Partisan HQs. 
OSS arranged for delivery of 1400 tons to Tito before deli~

_ veries taken over by British. 
Farish, in early summer of 1944, led Columbia mission (himself, 

Lt. Eli Popovich and Arthur Jibilian) through 6 to 8 hun 
dred miles in Yugo, visiting missions, establishing pin- 
points for drops, gathering intell, evacuating wounded 
airmen by stretcher and ox cart. 

Farish also reported tn the issues of civil conflict in Yugo 
and the essence of such conflicts in all countries caught 
today in the dual pressures of their own divisive interests 
and the interests of outside countries using them for other 
ends. - Yugo, China, Greece, Poland. "Major Farish has caught the tragic and epic character of these 

dual struggles. He writes with limpid sincerity and disinter 
ested understanding, pleading for honest and forthright leader- 
ship on the part of the only country these countries trust in 
foreign affairs - the United States. This report is more than 
intelligence. It is history." 
First purely operational mission out of Cairo in 10/43 when 

Col. Paul West, chief ops. officer, Cairo, landed at 
"Featherbed", secret airport in Greece, to evacuate twelve 
American fliers who had been brought down in Greece. 

First SO men dropped into Greece in late fall and early winter 
of 43 — Capt. Gerald K. Wines, Lts. Kermit W. Anderson, 
Robert E. Meyers and N.J'.P. Tryforce, and Private Sprios 
Keleyias. Later followed by Capt. James Kellis, leader 
of the Chicago Missdon. 

Chicago went int at request of State Dept. to block flow of 
chrome from Turkey to Germany by blowing bridges in Evros 
District of Greece. R&A furnished much info. on area. Mission 
accompanied by 500 ELAS guerillas blew RR lines on nights of 
29 and 30 May (yr.?) Then arms and munitions were turned " 

over to ELAS guerillae and with these,Germans were driven 
from Evros in August. 
AFRU rescue from Chetnik territory - 8/9-10/44 in 16 sorties 
more than 225 American airmen evaucated by Americans. By 8/31 over 350 airmen taken out. 

Rumania: AFRU unit headed by Colonel,Kraigher,,and4mggmgmm1gfl by 11 OSS men (5 SO) flew to Bucharest to arrange for the evaucation of a large number of men grounded there. 
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Halyard mission: Muselin report: 
8/3- radio contact established with Bari 8/9- 241 Americans evacuated in less than 2 hours. 8/26,27 - 58 more airmen and 2 British evacuated. 

S0 report by Hoffman: 
"Since the fall of 1943, OSS air rescue work carried on 

cooperatively with Allied Air Forces has contributed to the 
evaucation of more than 3000 airmen from Roumania, Slovakia, 
Bulgaria,"Albania and Yugoslavia (both Partisan and Chetnik 
areas ... 

8/43 - Carleton Coon, Chief, So/Bari 
Chief ops. officer, Huot 

Coon sustained a serious head injury in North Africa and was 
sent home by Col. Toulmin. At same time, Huot was replaced 
by Lt. Col. Paul West. . 

West personally involed in ops., incl. rescue of fliers from 
Greece and visit to Gen. Sr: Sarafis, chief of ELAS. 

Although Americans in Greece were under British operating 
control, West was leader of all US troops for a time and led " 

ELAS guerillas as well in their resistance. 
Maj. Gerald K. Wines played important part in effecting a 
truce between opposing ELAS and EDES sometime fiefore 2/44. 
Borked with Woodhouse, who officially gives Wines much credit 
for his help in the delicate negotiations attempting to bring 
these factions into sufficient agreement. 
On one op. called Noah's Ark - blowing up transporations routes 
and bridges ahead of retreating Americans - ELAS and EDES coop- 
erated mn working with OSS officers. 
OSS built four landing strips within Greece to facilitate 
guerilla warfare. One at EDES HQ in Parmathia. 
Under Capt. Robert E. Moyers (actually a dentist in real life),V/ 
OSS established an Allied Military Mission Hospital behind the~/ 
lines in Greece (with aid of noncoms Robert 0. DeWeese and 0/ 
Paul Phillips). They distributed urgently needed medical supJ’Z/ 
plies through Greek physicians and gave actual medical service 
to Greeks in range of hospital~/ 
Basic problem in ME, working with British. 
Gen. Devers, deputy under Gen. Wilson, was responsible to Bri 
tish command for all OSS activities from Cairo, Algiers, Bari. 
For ops. purposes, SO was divided into two sections. 

Algiers under Col. Edward J.F. Glavin 
Cairo under Lt. Col Paul West. - 

2/44 - Joint Staff Planners stated that combined British-US 
ops. in ME and North Africa limited to SO; should not in- 
clude M0 and SI which would be independent under Theater 
Commander and responsible to Washington. ‘" UZ'§ -719 

Dealings of S0 with British intricate and uneasy — 
"Many British officers held OSS in suspicious regard and, while 
they were interested in the material contributions to their op 
erations, they were not unnaturally jealous of the toehold such 
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contributions might give the organization and its government 
in Middle East affairs. A good many ind1v1aue1°§Eperte of 
the 1943-1944 peiod in the theater bristle therefore, with 
angry criticism of British methods of keeping OSS down, and 
with documentary evidence of actual interference with legi- 
timate So Work..." 
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OSS was totally unprepared for Salerno and its effort there 
had to be improvised on the spot. Pacatte and Cagiati were 
only allowed to join Downes at the last minute and had only 
six days to recruit 25 agents from Italians at replacements 
pools in NA. 
Also, once bases were established in Italwa, there ceased 
to be an orgaznic connection with Algiers. Gaserta became 
the center of OSS activity. 
OSS was only partially successful in Italy. whereas in NA 
a network of agents and commo was set upt far in advance of 
the invasion, in Italy the agency had no such toehold before 
DDay and came into the operation very late. 
Also SI was extremely uncooperative under Vincent Scamparino, 
whose policy precluded any exchange of info. or help with other 
OSS arrivals in Italy. <-—_ 

Also the British were difficult, as Hnmiington told Donovan in l) 

§_lfl§ter of 11/TZZQQ; The Col. denied eniiien‘enange§Iinan 
OSS men were becoming embroiledin Italian politics. 
Lack of preparation was chief hindrance to more coordinated 
effort in 1943. Later in winter of 44, there ugge echoes of 
wasted manpower at thefibaseiin Gaserta under Col. Qlavinis -7 
command. The desire for a big show which prompted Glvain '

- 

in build up personnel there to some 1000 in number seems not 
to have been justified by results. 
In Spring #4, consolidationof the NA and ME Theaters with HQ 
nominally at Algiers, but actually still separate between Toulmin 
at Cairo and Glavin at Algiers, meant that as far as so/no was 
concerned the MB end of the Med. Theater loomed more important 
that the Italian offshoot of NA. This was partly due to the 
fact that the 5th and 7th Army Dets. were OSS rather than sep- 
arate so and SI enedpe and so/no tended to lose track of its 
personnel as they became involved in overall OSS ops without 
reference to DC or even to Algiers. A Sense of confusion per- 
vades this whole period of Italian ops and only the supply 
services to Italian Partisans in the North and stand out as 
separate SO accomplishments 

The organization fif SP00 - Special Project Operations Center — 

set up in an "Operations Room" (actually some Nissen Huts and 
tents with teletypes to oss and ISSU6) in 5/44 as the exclusive 
agency in the Med Theater to handle coordination of resistance 
in se France. seoc was a joint so/son op under control of sneer 
and G—3. 
S0 and SOE made available to SPOC all S0 and OG personnel trained 
for duty in So France. The staff was under joint command of SOE 
Lt. Col. John Anstey and S0 Lt. Col. William P. Davis. It was 
organized into a French section, Jeds-OG, Air 0ps., and Intell 
sections. 
French participation in SD00 consisted of the attachment of a 
considerable number of Rnench officers and N00's used to es- 
tablish liaison with the Maquis in So France. It was for the 
ops controlled by SP00 that seven American-led Jed teams were 
dispatched from Gt. Britain to we in 5/44 
The situation problems in So France with which SPO0 had to coPe 
are dssmxihndxiz the non-existent transportation system; the 
widespread demand for arms fromlma:yt3o%€%%0tifiS Teslstance 

- ~ h "r carious su 1 a - 

%€%$£2n 3?? ;ng§1gfiWalone, Sgg0ydropped 447 tons of supplies 
and 206 agents. 
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SBQG was liquidated on 9/9/44 when allied strategy no longer 
demanded this specific effort. It was one of the few bright 
episodes in the history of S0 SOE relatdnships. 
An S0 operation distinct from SBQO but laid on from Algiers 
was ETOILE, conceived by Col. Huntington and executed in summer 
44 by Peter Dewey - further described in Chap. 9 on Saigon ops. 

The Eagle Mission sent to establish liaison between the Parti~ 
san movement in the Belluno, Udine, Goriza area and OSS in 
Italy, and to train instructors among Partisans in use of 
arms and demolition material drooped to them was reported 
by Col. Davis as successful on 10/27/44. A number of ops. 
followed the establishment of this liaison channel. 

Finally, S0 Med Theater carried on Air Rescue Work, as Col 
Hoffmann reported in 1/45: "The escape and exfiltration sed- 
tion of the 12th Air Force advised that since they have been 
using OSS facilities to a maximu, the rescue 65 downed pilots 
has risen from 10 to 17%. Records now show that the recover, 5 
our of every 9 men downed in Italy, can be directly traced to 
OSS our our direct Partisan connections. Fifth and 8th Army 
Detachments have made Very suustantial contributions by their 
exfiltrations, not in large batches, but two and three at a 
time. 

As of 1/45, OSS continues to operate in Italy. Regular supply 
channels are established with the IV Corps front and quanti- 
ties of clothing and arms are passing ot the Partisans. As 
the battle line moves north plans are ready for further pene- 
trations and aid to the forces battling on this grim and some- 
times neglected front. 
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SO Branch: Joseph Scribner 
Otto Solborg 
Millard Goodfellow Chief - David Halliwell D0 - W.E. Duggan Joseph Lincoln *—2/44 
William Davis III 2/44-4/44 Carl Hoffmann 4/44- 

0/FE — Francis Devlin 
Carl Hoffmann -1¢/43 Oharles Fisher 

DO/FE - Carl Hoffmann 2/43 

0/ME - G.B.Will1a.ms 
Russell P. Place 

0/W.Eur ~ F. Bayard Rives 3/44- George Sharp 43-5/44 

0/No. Africa - W.W. Downey 
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wm. Davis 1 /#4-2/44 
G.S.Wil1iams 2/44- 
Jos. Scribner 
Jos. Lincoln ‘i
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Charles F1-Shel‘ (banking partner of Scribner) - succeeded Hoffman 
as FE/so chief in 10/43 

Hoffman was Asst. Chief S0/FE to Maj. Devlin in spring of 43, 
and later Chief S0/FE until 10/43. 
Hoffman became Chief 

. __ 1* Approved for Release: 2023/01/11 C02730858
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Consolidation of NA and ME Theater, first into ME-NA in 3/44 
and then MEDTO with HQ at Cairo and later Gaserta, meant sim-- 
ilar desk changes in DC. This happened in 9/44. 

ME Ops:
_ 

Carleton Coon returned in May 43? to D0 and put to work 
on ME desk, S0 to help in recruiting. Desk in charge of Lt. 
Andre Smolianinoff, USN and asst.(Granvil1e Holdeni)_Connzx as- 

g%_&_\_/f’____________/__. 
signed to find hundreds of SO men for Yugo, Albania, and Greece. 

Recruiting expedited in NY by Francis Kalnay, recruiting 
Yugoslav Merchant Marine seamen stranded there by the imboli- 
zation of ships. Mostly Dalmatians, well-acquainted with caastal 
waters of Yugo. But snag when Halliwell and Scribner suspected 
these Yugos of "Gommunistic tendencies" and questioned Kalnay's 
own motives.

. 

Recruiting Albanians also difficult. All Albanians in US 
know each other, also minority Greek Orthodox, who are disliked 
by majority elements in Albania. Attempt to recruit Gheg Al- 
banians who represent best fighting element in country. But 
very few of these in US, and competition for their services in 

chief OSS keen. One of best was man who had been 20 years as 

clerk at American Legation,QTirana, and who had extensive 
tribal connections in No. Albania. SI attempted to recruit him -~ 

unsuccessfully. Goon succeeded Another prize recruit was edi- 
tor of Boston Albanian language newspaper "Liria," organ of 
Free Albania. "This man had to be spirited (willingly)away from 
his responsibilities and from rival recruiting agents of SI. He 
became intell and polit. expert for Capt. Hans Tofte. 
Ploesti Plan: (told by Goon) 
"One of the hectic projects considered by S0 at this time was 
the destruction of the Ploesti oil fields. Major Raymond Young, 
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an old time oil man who had helped set up the oil installationsv/ 
at Plcesti, was living in France under the German occupationv’ 
in 1941 when he escaped to Algiers and thence to the Unitedv/ 
States. He had been taken into oss as a member of so and bear’ 
developed a remarkable scheme. This was to recruit a number./’ 
of oil experts like himself who knew the machinery and instal-¢/ 
lations from A to Z, also to recruit an OG to go with these v’ 
men With as many as possible speaking Roumanian, then to take¢/ 
these men to Cairo and to perform the following operation.v’

_ The American personnel would dress themselves up in the cosee’ 
tumes of Roumanian firemen and Roumanian oil well workers,v/ 
complete with monkey wrenches, oil cans, etc. A flight would/I 
set out from Cairo and a few bombers would dropt the charges,v’ 
including incendiaries, on the installations. Other ships wouldv’ 
drop the OSS personnel under cover of darkness some few miles away~/ 
Once these men had removed their parachutes, they would proceed“' 
to the oil wells and join the frenzied throng milling about the“ 
burning area. They would rush in carrying fire axes and wearingv 
bright red helmets and say ‘make way, make way for the Fire~/ 
Department.‘ Others with their oil cans in one hand and monkey/ 
wrenches in the other would dash into save certain installations,u 
and would smash them. In a few minutes the few vitalpieces ofv 
machinery which could be replaced and without which the oi1~’ 
fields could not operate, would be damaged beyond repair and our/ 
team would have scattered to the hillside discarding its gawdy./ 
raiments as it ran. A reception committee of pro-allied Rouer 
manian politicians would pick them up a short distance fromtx 
.the scene of the operation and take them into the country ot~/ 
hide them. ”/ 
This scheme seemed to me a most dramatic, and well conceived? 
operation, in fact, a work of genius. I helped Major Young ‘/ 
write it up for presentation, and all we needed was to recruit“ 
the proper personnel. I was sent over to Ickes' offices once" 
more to interview top flight oil men to see if any could bev 
found who would be fool-hardy enough to take on such a missionw’ 
I found two men, both of whom were high salaried petroleum of—~/ 
ficers, both of whom were willing to go. This took me sometime °' 
and a great deal of coaxing over cocktails in various bars and” 
other establishments. “ 
I did my best to urge OSS to take these men, but those in */‘

_ 

charge delayed so long that the two men in question became disw’ 
gusted and withdrew. By the time things had come to this pass,u 
the Air Force bombed Ploesti anyhow, lost a lot of American /' 

J. 
personnel, and succeded in reducing the flow of oil to the Axis 
from these field only by 25% and only for six weeks..."V 

Meanwhile, S0 men were being requested for the Balkans in increae 

sing numbers by Cairo. Morris Berg of SO/ME magaged the transfer 

of as many Greek and Yugo-speaking personnel to SO as possible. 

Berg was succeded by C.Sumner Williams in Dec. 43. 

Major problem for SO/ME dealing with British. All son wanted 

was OSS equipment with, above all, no Americans with language 

qualifications on missions. Relations between Guenther, Hun- 

tingon, Brewer (of SO/London) with Lord Glenconner were strained. 
' 
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It took Donovan's personal intervention in London in summer 43 
to clear Way for US Balkan missions. 

In late 44, OSS closed down branch offices in Cairo and 
continued only such necessary SO activities as supply of four 
tons of medical equipment to Capt. Moyer's hospital in Greece. 
This supply service and packing station at Gecina in winter 44 
to supply Italian Partisans were only 2 opsTgnvolving MED$o 
Washington. By 2/1/45, 221 men! returned aflgw DO from Theater 
of whom 91 went on to FE.




